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Firefox 3.6.0 is the final version of the browser. It is a significant update, which brings an improved browser interface and a slew of new features. Firebug is no longer an add-on, but instead a built-in extension. This means that you access the browser's developer tools by
pressing F12. And it also means that new automatic console tabs are now available and that you can access the console directly from the toolbar. The biggest addition to Firefox 3.6.0 is the ability to run multiple profiles at once. To use it, simply press Ctrl-P and select the
number of profiles you want to add. This is a marked improvement over the previous version of the browser, as it makes it easier to compartmentalize your browsing habits. And you can save up to 16 profiles in the new version, but you'll need to restart Firefox to view them.

LINK

Brings speed improvements to real-time 3D editing, including a new standard window response for 3D adjustments built into the tool. It also delivers new metaballs and distortion tools that create a smoother, intense blur. Plus, for users who have the Aperture 2 Pro Collection, Photoshop now ships with Aperture 2 to fix
bugs and deliver greater performance. Remove bloat: Most of Photoshop and Photoshop Elements features are included, and third party plug-ins are welcomed.
No One missed: many popular plugins are included.
Smaller size: PS CS6 is more suitable for old Macs.
Better performance: PS CS6 runs 6 times faster than CS5.
--> The latest offering from the folks at Adobe comes in both free and paid-for versions. On top of the features and updates it already has, there are a host of new features and tweaks worthy of an upgrade, with a few small quibbles that wouldn't make it into an annual upgrade. It adds a new layer editing tool, form and
text tools, White Balance adjustment tool, automatic eraser tool, powerful effects, portrait and landscape view modes, speed up the performance, perfect techniques, the tools are more powerful. I have tried all the releases on my iMac for the last year, and I’ve done my general cross-platform Photoshop testing for the last
two years too, so it’s great to see how Photoshop CC 2014 in particular has evolved over the years. Lightroom 5 is probably my favorite shooter, with the addition of the Raw toolset and the cool new Histograms and Tonal Mapping controls. When I’m shooting, I find I’m using these features a lot more often than the old
standard adjustments, and that’s great.
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Adobe Photoshop and Lightroom UI introduction
Lightroom is a professional photo editing application optimized to manage the entire digital workflow of a photographer—from capture to printing and web distribution. The download size for Adobe Lightroom 5 is approximately 500MB, which is in the increased size category. Adobe Photoshop and Lightroom UI
introduction
Adobe Photoshop CC has an intuitive, web-based user interface (UI), and is fully compatible with an integrated Cloud Platform. The download size for Adobe Photoshop CC 15 is approximately 600MB, which is in the increased size category. Adobe Photoshop
The software has more than 200 tools and features that reproduce all the workflows associated with Adobe Creative Suite (Adobe Creative Suite 5, Photoshop, and InDesign) including:

Orientation
Horizontal and vertical crop
Grading and effects
Quick retouch
Selections and masks
Color management
Organize files
Create websites
Snap to grids
Raster to vector

There are a number of reasons Adobe Camera Raw has struggled to find its place as a separate application. Users have a strong desire to quickly preview their photos without having to change settings, but the process of performing that task requires step-by-step navigation through menus. In addition, users often have a
need to save RAW files and JPEG files to their hard drives to attach to emails, files to be sent to a friend, or print a photograph. These same users that often need to save their files also have specific storage needs for large RAW files, which can slow down their work-flows. Adobe Camera Raw simply does not fit the needs
of today’s photographers, let alone all photographers of the future. By unifying RAW and JPEG preview within Photoshop, Photoshop Camera gives all users the best creative workflow in today’s industry-leading camera application. And for the first time, photographers now have the ability to preview a photo in RAW, even
in the Adobe Camera Raw interface. Together, Photoshop Camera and Photoshop CC introduce the future of photography by unifying workflows for RAW and JPEG preview within Photoshop. Visit the Photoshop Camera site . e3d0a04c9c
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New page features include the ability to insert an empty crop and grayscale page, and within the Annotate panel, you can now resize rotated text guides and copy/paste shapes within your document. Adobe Photoshop CC now supports a new Form, Adobe Social from Adobe, which allows you to connect social media
profiles directly to a form in your PDFs. This provides a great opportunity to see any social media profiles and related data from a user. You’ll also find Button Mask enables you to remove parts of a shape from an image. You can then easily recolor the portion of the image that remains, or use the color data from that area
to create a gradient instead. Mask Warp, which first appeared with Photoshop CS7, functions rather differently than before. You can now see your mask at any time with a live preview, and applying warp effects changes the content of the mask as well. In previous versions, you would have to create a new mask layer to
see your mask, and then erase the old one. Now, you can learn more about your Mask Warp options by experimenting with the preview. Photoshop’s powerful and flexible content-aware fill tool can analyze an image and quickly identify and then fill a hole or gap in the picture in real time, allowing you to easily create a
variety of output, including: You can easily back up your entire Photoshop library and send a link to an unlimited number of Photoshop projects that you can share with others, starting on your desktop and extending to mobile. Just sign in on any device, then check out the website for your files and completely back up your
entire Photoshop collection.
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With each version, Adobe Photoshop enlarges their offerings to include photo editing, photo retouching, photo cloning, file renaming, loading, sharing, cropping, organizing, and editing. Other new features also include converting an image into grayscale, changing a color photo to a black and white image, and removing
red-eye from a picture. It is used in the design industry to mend photos, modify them, and edit them. Adobe Photoshop is designed for image editing. It has features that include image manipulation, image cleaning, image retouching, photo editing, photo cloning, solid object cloning, vector tracing, adding text, and editing
layers. It is used in the design industry to mend photos, modify them, and edit them. Adobe Photoshop Elements is a most popular Adobe Photoshop photo editing software. It is much simpler and easier to use than the Adobe Photoshop. Adobe Photoshop Elements supports for adding styles, effects, graphics, or
retouching. It also has a built-in drag and drop on layers. These are some of the top features of Adobe Photoshop Elements. Adobe Photoshop is a worldwide leading software for editing, retouching and creating images. From basic graphic design tools to professional-grade tools to photo editing and graphic designing
software. Adobe Photoshop features are so much essential to all photo editing touch ups, stock images and photos in general. It features are much essential, just like its GIMP counterparts, as well being better than the majority of the Photoshop alternatives. It is a full featured photo modifying software with a wide
selection of features used in the design industry to mend photos, modify them, and edit them. Some major features are listed below.

Once you've got all the parts in place, you can take that big, beautifully conceived idea and place it in front of a camera or a computer screen and pull it all together with Photoshop. Whether you use brushes, patterns, pens, gradients, or the new Content Aware Fill, this powerful photo-editing tool covers it all and takes it
to a whole new level. In addition, a photo-editing software also allows you to choose the colors you want to use in your photo. You can also alter the images to adjust colors, contrast, or to resize your images horizontally and vertically. It also allows you to crop out unnecessary areas from the photos. If you want to apply
any effects to your photos, then you can do so easily. A new environment for beginners and professionals alike. Whether you’re an art director or a software developer, Adobe XD accelerates your work by letting you create, collaborate, and share real-time prototypes. It’s the cross-platform design experience you’ve been
waiting for. This tri-annual release from Adobe contains latest versions of Photoshop, Lightroom, Photoshop Express, and Bridge. It is backward compatible with earlier versions of the software, but users of earlier versions should probably stick with the previous version.
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For amateurs who want to get creative with their photos, Adobe Photoshop Elements is still the best game in town. Professionals, of course, can do all this and more with the full Photoshop application, but that comes with a high learning curve and recurring price tag. Elements makes a lot of the coolest Photoshop effects
accessible to nonprofessionals. It offers a generous subset of the pro editor's features in a simpler package. For amateurs who want to get creative with their photos, Adobe Photoshop Elements is still the best game in town. Professionals, of course, can do all this and more with the full Photoshop application, but that
comes with a high learning curve and recurring price tag. Elements makes a lot of the coolest Photoshop effects accessible to nonprofessionals. It offers a generous subset of the pro editor's features in a simpler package. Photoshop Documents have a new feature known as Layer Comps (LAYCOMPS) that creates a smart
workspace to help users make fewer changes to an image. Layer Comps reveal layers and layer properties in one package, like templates in Microsoft Word, so users don't need to dig through the selection order to see the capabilities of each layer. Thanks to a combination of intelligent SEO and social listening (via Adobe
Social), Photoshop search results also now feature more dynamic content previews that let users zoom directly into the publishing source. For example, if you paste text to your clipboard, the software automatically updates previews to reflect your choices. Features like this will no doubt help manage content and manage
performance of content online, which is increasingly important when it comes to SEO and social media.
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Amazon’s HTML5-powered Amazon Web Viewer (AWV) is the preferred browser to use with PS and the new Share for Review experience so that these capabilities are accessible to all. The Adobe Storage Host Libraries feature enables enterprise-grade storage of large, commercial quality images on the web, making it
easy to create and host existing files on the web and share them with others. “Adobe is driving collaborations on the desktop with the latest in AI, machine vision and object marking,” says Tim Wheeler, general manager, Digital Imaging, Adobe. “With the addition of Share for Review, we’re about to unleash a new wave of
rich photo-editing experiences on the go for our customers–with the added benefit of collaboration. Collaborations are becoming a key part of our customers’ workflows, and they want to do more of it on-the-go. Now you can change for better in your browser–and work together.” The new Share for Review experience also
marks a huge step forward in digital imaging and photography education. Local photo schools and places like TinyPix, which provide online instruction for virtually every new camera model, will love the new features, as will educators who want to share images and projects with their students. Photoshop users can easily
share photos on a class project or with friends and family, and can now connect to external storage with a URL–thus, making the files easily accessible, shareable and searchable from anywhere. Malaysia-based photographer Benedict Ong, a principal at Onsite Mobile Solutions, took the following photo while visiting the
KL Eco Expo. Afterward, he wanted to share it on Facebook, since it’s an HD photo on his phone.
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